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Better software engineering such as archiving releases with version control, writing portable code, publishing documentation and results
closely tied to the code improves integrated assessment models’ transparency and control. A case study of four climate change policy
analysis models found that source code and data was generally available, but for larger models licenses were more restrictive with respect to
modification and redistribution. It is suggested that Free software licenses such as the GNU GPL would improve transparency and control.
Moreover, opening the source allows opening the development process, a potentially important tool to improve collaboration, data sharing
and models integration.

1. Introduction

Discussing methodological challenges for integrated as-
sessment models, Rotmans [11] states that the evidence for
integrity is transparency. Following Ravetz’s suggestions
in [9], he stresses the need to formulate some guidelines for
good practice.

Building upon these previous works, this paper formu-
lates guidelines to improve transparency and control in in-
tegrated assessment models. The originality is the software
engineering point of view.

Schneider discusses in [12] the vital challenge for the pro-
fession to communicate transparently about the models’ lim-
its. This is all the more delicate since models apply to hot
environmental issues. While social and political aspects of
model use are important, this paper will not deal with this
type of external credibility questions. The focus is on scien-
tific transparency and control from within the community of
peers.

Even in this restricted sense, transparency has several
meanings. It can be understood as the fact that all the vari-
ables, parameters and equations in a model are well un-
derstood theoretically. Another meaning of transparency is
that there is a simple and direct correspondence between the
model and the reality. These two goals are desirable but con-
flicting, since increasing the size of the model to satisfy the
latter reduces the theoretical control.

Another aspect of this trade off between intelligibility and
detail arises when one follows Morgan and Dowlatabadi [7]
guidelines and sets the central focus on uncertainty analy-
sis. Recognizing the multiplicity of future states of the world
certainly helps to capture key social dynamics related to an-
ticipations and risk reduction attitudes. At the same time, the
need to use advanced mathematics to represent the relevant
aspects of ignorance theory may undermine the credibility
and the understandability of results.

Control also has different meanings. Some issues are re-
lated to numerical analysis, for example, the quality of opti-
mization, integration and differentiation algorithms. A sec-
ond aspect of models is the stability of results and their ro-
bustness with respect to small changes in parameters. Third,
moral and legal controls restrict who can access, dissemi-
nate and interpret the models and how. Through anonymous
reviewing and other institutions, there is an important peer
control system over the scientific aspect of modeling activ-
ities. How does this peer control system performs with re-
spect to engineering integrated assessment models? Is vastly
improving transparency necessary and sufficient to improve
quality?

Section 2 discusses in more detail model transparency is-
sues, in general and in a case study of four climate policy
models. This case study lays the groundwork for the second
part of this paper inspired by the contemporary free/open-
source approach to software licensing. Section 3 will dis-
cuss the question of open source, that is releasing code af-
ter publication of results, and the question of open develop-
ment, that is releasing code before publication. Section 4
concludes by summarizing findings and discussing practical
implications.

2. A case study with climate-energy policy models

2.1. The problem with models: quality control

Control in science is done through many formal and in-
formal institutions such as grant selection comitees, awards,
direct group interactions and so on. One important institu-
tion is the peer-reviewing system: when an author sends a
manuscript to a scientific journal, the editor asks indepen-
dent and anonymous reviewers to give their advice on the
suitability of the work for publication. The editor and refer-
ees are peer researchers.
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The referees’ precise mandate varies across scientific
communities. For example, the editor of a mathematical
journal could mandate the referees to check proofs step-by-
step, whereas an editor in economics could ask them to trust
the authors on mathematical details.

When it comes to model-based results, verifications could
be led at different levels. One could run the model again with
similar hardware and software environment. One could run
the same program, but on a different machine or/and under a
different operating system. Ultimately, one could start from
the model equations and re-code it from scratch in a differ-
ent programming language, thus gaining the most intimate
knowledge of the model.

One problem with integrated assessment is that referees
are usually not asked to verify the model-based results of
submitted manuscripts, not even audit the source code. They
only assess papers against existing literature, their intuition
and understanding of the field. This reflects the judgment
that, while the costs of formally reproducing the results are
presumed large, the additional benefits are presumed small.

This is not unique to integrated assessment modeling. It
occurs in many experimental disciplines. But for scientific
experiments, even if no reproduction is done ex ante, insur-
ing reproducibility is a fundamental design goal. Yet con-
trary to chemistry or optics, integrated assessment papers
usually do not contain enough details for a different team
to reproduce the published results.

To understand why reproduction is costly in terms of
useless duplicated work and publication delays, one has to
consider that integrated assessment scientific and economic
models are specialized software products usually built in an
academic research context. They are not designed for repeti-
tive, everyday use, but for unique though experiments. They
are often in a state of flux, because they need to evolve
with the world they describe, its scientific understandings
and with the interests of stake-holders financing them. All
this explains why it would be a waste of resources and time
to code these research tools with the same stability and ro-
bustness levels as, for example, commercial aircrafts control
systems. It is not a critical failure when a model crashes be-
cause the population number in the input datafile is negative.

Having only an informal check of the models is unsat-
isfactory for several reasons. First, there is a risk of pure
and simple error. Correctness of the model is often central
to the arguments being made. Yet correcting a small bug
can often lead to significant change in the results. Second,
the quality and maturity of code underlying a model can be
highly variable. As long as code escapes peer review, there
are no incentives to reward the efforts involved in writing
better code. Third, it is a matter of principle that the deeper
the independent review, the better.

Reproducibility is important for virtual thought experi-
ments because they have an enormous legitimacy problem:
models do not have the formal strength of mathematical
proofs, nor the legitimacy of real experiments. Little remains
of integrated assessment if the protocol, in fact the computer
program, cannot be run again with the same results.

It is essential that published results are objective, that is
independent of who runs the model. Therefore, one can-
not but ask for external reproducibility as part of an ideal
standard of scientific transparency and control. Yet repro-
ducibility is not an all-or-nothing concept. As said above,
verification of model based results can be led at different lev-
els. This is also a matter of how much means and know-how
are available.

In order to better grasp how to improve transparency, we
need to address another issue, that reproducibility is only a
potential concept: it refers to what could be achieved eventu-
ally, given reasonable means. This can be subject to very dif-
ferent subjective interpretations. Let us outline four objec-
tive characteristics of models that imply better transparency.

Internal reproducibility: Maintaining internal reproduci-
bility requires that the source code, complete with the
data that was used to produce the results and enough notes
on the procedure followed should be archived. In order to
do this, there is a need to manage closely the evolution
of the source code. A version control system is useful
to achieve this. Moreover, running the model should not
depend upon a single critical person in the research team.

Portability: A program is portable when it can be use on a
different computer with little or no modifications. For ex-
ample, GAMS models are very portable, but DOS batch
files are not. Explicit consideration to this opens the pos-
sibility for reproducibility and external reviewing of the
model itself. Writing a portable program requires much
work, but the benefits are huge: it usually contains less
bugs and greatly extends the usefulness of the model.

Automation: One sure way to achieve consistency between
the model and published results is to do all the computa-
tions necessary for producing the paper’s tables and fig-
ures automatically. This means having scripts that move
along the bits all the way from the input datasets into the
model, and then feed the results into the typesetting and
plotting programs. Writing this kind of scripts is simple
compared to writing the substance of models.

Integrated documentation: The most practical way to
achieve up to date documentation is to integrate docu-
mentation and code in the same file. This is known as
literary programming. Most modern programming envi-
ronment offer facilities for this. For example, Mathemat-
ica allows to write notebooks containing at the same time
active equations and formatted text. For Perl, C, C++
or Fortran, literary programming is done by including
documentation within special comments around the code.
A simple tool extracts this documentation and typeset it
into human-readable technical manuals.

A model having several of the features outlined below will
be more reproducible in the sense that the cost of reproduc-
ing it decreases. Note that transparency is not a measure of
model usefulness. Whether others will actually reproduce
the model does not only depends upon the cost to do so,
but also upon the benefits, that is, as R. Tol remarks (pers.
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comm.), if the model has a better problem definition than
competing models.

Experience also warns that there is about an order of mag-
nitude of cost increase between a program designed to run
once on a given system, and a software system designed to
be re-used by third parties in the future.

With respect to the four features above, it may seem
that large-sized models cannot afford as much transparency
as small models. On the contrary, larger models do need
more transparency in order to be understandable and man-
ageable. The illusion that a model will be better documented
later is dangerous. The idea that a small hack, that is code
quickly written and poorly documented, could ever evolve
into a large model without putting in transparency first is
very risky.

There is not an absolute best transparency goal, but only
appropriate levels according to the ultimate model’s objec-
tive. Authors strive for the different levels of reproducibility
according to their different publication goals. Manuscript
notes in the lab notebook may insure internal reproductibil-
ity and be satisfying for working papers and research re-
ports. Automation may suit some situations such as PhD
thesis work or class-A journal articles. Portable models can
been found in many books such as [5,8].

This discussion hints that more articles founded on
version-controlled, automated, portable and literary pro-
grammed integrated assessment models would greatly im-
prove transparency and control in the field. To some ex-
tend incentives are needed, since they require significantly
much more discipline from the authors, but these software
engineering practice are also often worthwhile in themselves
to the authors. At the very least, editors should require the
authors to disclose clearly and publicly the objective repro-
ducibility features of their model results.

Admittedly, there are many other aspects to transparency

and control, and these are only a few ideas aiming to
tilt the playing-field in the right direction. Improvements
are needed because at the present time one may question
whether most of the published works are even internally re-
producible. How many IA models are under version con-
trol? How many authors can easily reproduce their pre-
viously published results? These questions should not be
answered without serious empirical investigation. What we
will see next is that the highest reproducibility levels are not
an unrealistic goal and have indeed been achieved by several
models.

2.2. Illustration on climate change integrated assessment
models

Models discussed below are influential in the field of en-
ergy policy and climate change analysis arena. These are
MERGE [5], IMAGE [1], DICE [8] and MARKAL [3]. This
is a convenience sample illustrating the diversity of possible
model sizes. Each model, at its scale, can provide some type
of informations about what happens to the climate change
issue if different energy policies are chosen.

Versions presented here are all outdated. This illustrates
that these models are under active development. However,
obsolescence will not be an issue here because the point is
not to judge these particular models. They are only used to
illustrate general limitations and potential areas of improve-
ment in the field.

The top half of table 1 summarizes features of the four
models. All of these models are distributed as source code
using the media indicated. They require a compiler which,
except for IMAGE 2.0, is the GAMS programming lan-
guage, with an optimization solver such as MINOS5 or
CONOPT. Above all, putting these models to good use re-
quires significant human expertise.

Table 1
Characteristics and license schemes for four integrated assessment models.

Model

DICE 94 MERGE 2 ANSWER MARKAL 3 IMAGE 2.0

Owner class Professor Institute Global consortium National Institute
Owner W.D. Nordhaus EPRI ETSAP RIVM
Size 200 lines 2000 lines Matrix file is 1 Mb 40 000 lines
Difficulty Economic theory Nonlinear opt. Get own data1 Computing technicalities
Model media Web, book Web, book CD Results and code CDs

Allowed uses Any No competition2a Any No competition2b

Publish results? Yes Yes Yes With permission
Give feedback? May Must3 Must within 30 days Must4

May modify? Yes Unspecified Yes with approval Yes
Redistribute? Yes No No No

Source: Agreements signed with respective model owners.
1 At date of writing, a common international technology database is in preparation.
2aCan use the Proprietary Information to analyze carbon dioxide abatement costs for countries other than USA.
2bCannot use the model for the benefit of third parties, for Dutch or European policy applications or for international organizations. Can use the model

for domestic national policy analysis, provided RIVM has full access to it.
3 Must report applications which are in the public domain, and a letter report documenting the overall experience in applying the model, including

suggestions to improve portability and user-friendliness.
4 User must report problems and make modifications available for RIVM use.
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Models in the table are arranged by increasing size. The
larger the model, the more it is a team effort. In order to give
an idea of the nature of these models, the table shows a “Dif-
ficulty” line. This line reflects my personal judgment about
what constitutes the less transparent and hardest to control
area for each particular model. This illustrates the diversity
of issues involved in trying to improve on those grounds.

The focus now switches away from the models them-
selves onto their license agreements. Studying the license
agreements is relevant in order to discuss transparency and
control because these texts are short, important, and com-
parable across all models. License agreement is one of the
few documents where the interests of all the parties involved
in scientific and economic models need to meet. Scientists
need to publish in learned journals. The modeling team can
be expected to have a large emotional as well as intellectual
investment in the model. The sponsoring institution may be
interested to sell something. The stake-holders want inde-
pendent expertise such as nationally established databases
and models, they are interested in official quality results
based upon well-established practices.

This is not the place to reproduce in full or in part the text
of licenses agreements themselves, so table 1 summarizes.
To read the bottom half of table 1, it is fundamental to have
in mind that intellectual property rights can be finely subdi-
vided. For example, buying a videotape at the supermarket
carries the right to play it at home, but not to broadcast it
on a public network. In this respect, intellectual property
is different from most other consumer goods or from real
estate, where ownership is usually associated with full prop-
erty rights. Each line represents a particular usage right that
the license does or does not grant. As shown, all licenses
provide the right to use the model and publish results with
only minor restrictions.

But beyond this, differences are large. Most may be ex-
plained by considering the ultimate goal of the license:

• W.D. Nordhaus states that the DICE 94 code is “made
freely available to users and is not proprietary”. He
explicitly uses for software the license scheme implic-
itly used for scientific ideas: everyone can use a pub-
lished work or mathematical formula. DICE has been
extensively re-used and modified by many third party re-
searchers.

• On the paper, the MERGE license is more restrictive than
DICE’s. In fact, the wording of this license seems cari-
catural of the silicon valley Non-Disclosure Agreements
(NDA). However, the apparent rigor of this NDA is com-
pensated by its narrow scope: it applies only to model-
related information “not generally known to the public”.
Since MERGE is described in a book; most of the code
and data is available from the authors’ web site; and its
updates are regularly published, it can be argued that
most of it is publicly known. As a result, for all practi-
cal rights except redistribution MERGE is not restricted.
It has been widely re-used externally for both academic
research and policy analysis.

• The ANSWER MARKAL 3 license is the only one with
“payment” in it. A bare academic version might be ob-
tained at no cost. But since using this model (as any
other) requires significant financial investment in hard-
ware, compiler, solvers, and human training, it makes
sense to pay for a graphical interface shell (MUSS or AN-
SWER). The funds for MARKAL go to an international
consortium (ETSAP) hosted by the International Energy
Agency which offers technical support and other services
to the model-using community. The main purpose of the
license seems to be protecting the viability of the consor-
tium. As with the above two models, dozens of teams
have used MARKAL and many different versions have
been contributed

• Finally, the IMAGE 2.0 license is the least permissive.
I contend here that the main barrier to IMAGE trans-
parency and control is the practical complexity involved
with independently running the model. There are few
running versions of the model outside RIVM, most of
them implemented by the original team. IMAGE 2.1 has
been independently run at the Laboratoire de Météorolo-
gie Dynamique (Université de Paris VI), in collabora-
tion with CIRED and RIVM. Originally compiled on HP-
UX machines using some Fortran extensions, the model
received modifications to be ported on Appolo, Sun or
Linux machines, with standard and more strict compil-
ers. Results have not been integrally reproduced yet.

This review shows that the license under which integrated
assessment models are distributed generally, except for
DICE, do set significant limits to their use and redistribution.
This has not precluded successful academic work, but one
could wonder to which extent it slowed the general progress
in the field.

This comparison also suggests that presently, the bigger
the model, the more closed is its license. This can be un-
derstood in a competitive business logic, where models are
regarded as production tools, and licenses are here to protect
the intellectual investment. This is in conflict with the com-
mon academic research logic regarding models as scientific
tools.

Conceptually, transparency and peer control would
greatly improve if all models followed the DICE license
scheme. But are such open licenses practical for large mod-
els? The sequel of this paper discusses under which situa-
tions large software projects can thrive under the most open
license schemes.

3. Ideas from free/open source software

3.1. Ultimate transparency?

The highest standards of software transparency and con-
trol are defined in license schemes used by the free soft-
ware/open source movement. In particular, the most con-
venient and widespread way to guarantee the ultimate trans-
parency of source code is to use Richard Stallman’s General
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Public License, also called the GNU GPL. Part of this sem-
inal document on transparency and control is reproduced in
the annex.

The GPL was written in 1992 as the cornerstone of an ef-
fort to build a Free clone of the Unix operating system. This
effort is known as the GNU project, the acronym standing
recursively for “GNU is Not Unix”. In short, the GPL states
that the program code can always be used, modified, com-
piled and redistributed by anyone. Moreover, it states that if
modifications to the code are distributed, either free or for a
fee, then they must also be under the GPL.

In that last clause, it is more radical than the DICE li-
cense, which does not impose any further obligations to any-
one re-using the code. The question of whether or not to
impose obligations on re-used code is a controversial issue.
But that controversy is not fundamental with respect to trans-
parency and control of integrated assessment models. In the
sequel of this paper, a free/open source model will mean ei-
ther a model under the open academic DICE-style license,
or a model under the Free Software-style GPL.

Note that in this expression, the word Free does not refer
to the price of software, but stands for not restricted. An-
other way to make this point is to note that the appropriate
French translation is libre, not gratuit. Colloquially, this is
also referred to as the difference between Free (as in Speech)
and free (as in beer).

Three out of the four integrated assessment models ex-
amined above were not licensed as free/open source. One
reason for this is that the GPL is relatively new: the first
versions of these models discussed were written well before
1992. That is why this paper aims to increase the general
awareness about its utility. Wide use of open source licenses
would be a low-cost but significant improvement in trans-
parency and control.

Some factors governing the choice of the license model
are beyond modelers control: The public or private nature
of funding is important. Parts of the model and some data
from external sources may carry their own license. And the
institution where the model is developed usually owns the
intellectual property and may have a pre-defined licensing
policy.

In the latter case it must be clearly conveyed to the bu-
reaucracy that the quality of IAM depends essentially in its
transparency. In order to facilitate that communication, the
modelers need to grasp the implications for themselves of a
free/open source model.

It cannot be under-emphasized that sharing the code of
the model is absolutely separated from giving the right to
use the name of the model. Using the name is an issue of
trade mark, whereas using the code is an issue of laws pro-
tecting inventions. The soft drink market illustrates the situ-
ation where the product can be copied, but firms defend their
brand name as their main asset. For de-materialized goods
such as models, this separation between substance and im-
age may not be as easy to understand and implement. One
of the reasons for this is the heterogeneity of legal culture
around the world.

Consequently, each time a model’s code is made public,
the author must remind the readers that the model’s name
remains the strict property of the owners. While the code
is public, it remains that the name DICE cannot be used to
designate anything else than the original DICE model. The
use of the (TM) sign is a common business practice to ac-
knowledge ownership every time a trade mark is used, but
not a legal obligation in most countries. The common and
accepted scientific practice is not to use that sign, but simply
to cite the author.

It may be to the owners interest to grant liberally the right
to use the name and fame of their model. Doing so helps
to disseminate it widely and ultimately lead to a better un-
derstanding by the community of peers. But this is an in-
direct effect. At heart, transparency and peer control regard
the models actual code, not reputation. To open the source
code, it is not necessary to weaken controls upon the model
name in any way.

One concern that could arise from public release of the
code and data is that it implies no ex-post control of the fin-
ished product. More specifically, publicly available model
code can be used to find politically different results that dis-
please the original team or sponsoring institution. I think
that this risk should be discounted on the ground that criti-
cism is a normal, desirable part of science. Constructive use
of models, if used correctly and not purely as advocacy tools,
lead to interesting research questions about the models and
the real problem at hand.

In summary, I believe it will be consensual that once re-
sults are published in a peer-reviewed journal, the source
code and data cannot be kept secret but should be open for
examination as a matter of principle. There are many prac-
tical ways to achieve this. The most straightforward way to
achieve transparency is to place all files under the GPL and
archive them to a public, anonymously accessible repository
online.

3.2. Control and collaboration

After having discussed the release of published models,
we discuss the idea of opening the source code even before
the work is finished. This takes transparency and control to
a higher degree. Opening the source before publication is
important for two reasons.

First, when integrated assessment models become com-
plicated, understanding the code is impossible. At that point,
the model is often criticized as a useless arbitrary black-box.
Improving transparency and control in the process of model-
making is a way to avoid this pitfall.

The second reason has to do with software engineering
and regards free/open source as a key to a more collabora-
tive way of writing models. The central idea is that releasing
publicly the code of projects induces other people to use the
program, and these users will report useful feedback on how
the code should be improved. When the coordinator releases
source code early and often, it allows detection of errors by
peer-reviewing at an early stage of the product life-cycle,
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when they are cheaper to correct. Raymond [10] used the
term “bazaar” to describe this development method, as op-
posed to “cathedral” building which describe well-ordered
and pre-planned development method.

Interestingly, this transparency does not come at the cost
of losing control over model development. It may be feared
that, when anyone is encouraged to modify the code, this
may lead to a profusion of different, incompatible versions
and inefficiencies due to duplication of work. Experience
shows that this variant of the tragedy of the unmanaged com-
mons does not happen even for very large, complex software
projects. The control of Linux, for example, clearly belongs
to Linus Torvalds.

Various theoretical reasons have been set forward, see for
example Lerner and Tirole [4], Moen [6] or Raymond [10],
to explain why people contribute and why project leaders
usually keep control of open-source programs development.
This is not the place to summarize that literature, but to note
that in practice it seems that people with the skills to make
modifications to open source code understand the value of
preserving design integrity in software architecture.

Of course, control is not guaranteed forever. If the project
leaders are doing a bad job, a competing team can start de-
veloping the same code base in a different direction. This is
called “forking” the project. But the contrary also happens:
parallel projects will merge and pool their resources much
more easily if both are under a free/open license.

On top of that, from a management point of view, open-
ness of source code is a key element for control by sponsor-
ing institutions and peers. It’s always true that control re-
quires transparency, for example governments require firms
to publish their accounts. This is especially true about pro-
gramming, where lack of communication and a proprietary
behavior about code is a recipe for failure.

Still, the fact remains that making unfinished models ex-
ternally available is even less common than making the pub-
lished ones available. Two sets of reasons may help to ex-
plain this fact: concerns for potential mis-use beyond those
discussed previously, and doubts about the efficiency of an
open collaborative development method.

The problem with the open development process is that
the risk of a competing team publishing sooner cannot be
eliminated. Indeed, it exists even when presenting infor-
mal ideas at a scientific workshop. In some cases, it is un-
clear to what extent this concern is legitimate. For example,
some publicly-funded atmospheric composition data is made
available immediately, that is, as soon as the plane lands even
before the collecting team analyzes it.

And paradoxically, with respect to this concern, publicly
releasing early work may be better than trying to keep it se-
cret, because releasing is a way to positively assert author-
ship and anteriority. A necessary condition for this, however,
is the existence of a public archival system trusted to authen-
ticate the authorship and the date of model releases. To our
knowledge such a place does not exists today for integrated
assessment models.

A second serious concern is that preliminary results could
leak to the media before peer-reviewing validation. Scien-
tists genuinely change opinions with new findings, whereas
mass-media have different motivations and time schedules.
I believe that preliminary results could be distributed under
restricted diffusion without hurting transparency too much,
since the validity of models should be assessed primarily on
their structure and on their input data, rather than on their
results.

Turning to doubts about efficiency, the objection is that
opening the source of integrated assessments models at an
early stage before publication would not help in ultimately
developing a better code.

This objection may be based upon the idea that the po-
tential pool of contributors may be too small. Indeed there
are not many integrated assessment experts to constructively
comment on the overall structure of the model. But there are
many disciplinary experts that could provide useful insight
about the model within their field. In fact, to show that the
expected contribution from users is non negligible, we notice
that in all four models discussed above the authors explicitly
ask for feedback. According to our personal communica-
tions, they received some and found it useful.

That said, these models are successful and widely known.
Not all new open-source projects succeed in attracting a crit-
ical mass of users to sustain interest in themselves. With re-
spect to this risk, integrated assessment models are not dif-
ferent. However, it does not detract much effort from the
core programming team to make ongoing work available.
After all, once a file version control system is in place, it’s
only a matter of allowing external read-only access.

Regularly releasing ongoing work is also beneficial from
a software construction control point of view. In large
projects spanning several months, it is useful to have check-
points at which the model is running, even if it does not has
all the bells and whistles yet.

Whether it is a good idea or not to open the source before
publication also depends upon the particular kind of model
being built. Raymond [10] identified a set of criteria that
makes opening the source more attractive.

1. Opening the source is a necessary condition for indepen-
dent peer review. This criteria is very compelling in the
context of integrated assessment models, since for most
of them, independent peer reviewing is necessary to sup-
port correctness of design and implementation.

2. According to Raymond, software engineering history
shows that peer review (therefore open source) is the only
scalable method of achieving high reliability and qual-
ity. Reliability is not crucially important for some inte-
grated assessment models which are use-once software.
But the situation would be different for a meteorologi-
cal model run everyday, or for an integrated model so
large it had to run for months, as some climate models
do. And while scalability may not have been a primary
design goal for models in the past, recent development
of DICE, MARKAL and MERGE have relied upon run-
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ning in parallel one version of the model for each world
region.

3. When software is critical to the user’s control of his/her
business, the user does not want to be locked-in with an
outside supplier. To explain this intuition, consider, for
example, that energy policy tends to rely a lot on mod-
els. In this situation, one can expect analysts and pol-
icymakers to ask for public models if they want to en-
courage a variety of opinions, instead of receiving a small
number of specific modeling teams point of views. This
may be one of the reasons explaining the recent interest
in MARKAL by the US EPA.

4. When key methods (or the functional equivalent of these)
are part of common engineering knowledge, there is not
much to lose by opening the code. Some models may
be structurally innovative. For example, the ICLIPS
model [13] is governed by differential inclusions, which
belong to the mathematically advanced field of non-
smooth analysis [2]. This is not to suggest that ICLIPS is
or should be less open than other models, but to illustrate
a situation in which the core algorithms used may have a
significant business value. On the other hand, many mod-
els use well-known key methods, as it is much easier to
communicate about the results. MARKAL, for example,
relies on linear programming.

5. Open source is useful to propagate open standards. Con-
sequently, it is used for software that establishes or en-
ables a common computing framework. The primary pur-
pose of most integrated assessment models is not to build
communication infrastructure for the Internet. But mod-
els can be seen as data-processing boxes using common
data repositories. Not only do they need present and past
observations, they also input elements of future scenarios
such as those produced by the IPCC or the WEC.
Some of these repositories have kept data behind a pro-
prietary, closed interface such as an MS-Access database.
This clearly goes against providing a transparent standard
to make data generally accessible. In any disciplinary
field it is useful to have common standards to exchange
data to facilitate inter model comparisons and data re-use.
This is all the more important in integrated assessment
where managing the input and output data is an impor-
tant and time-consuming part of modeling work.

A complicating factor is that integrated assessment models,
by nature, tend to integrate different modules. Actually, it
may be a common situation that parts of a model rely on re-
using existing code or data for which the modeling team can
not change the license. In this case, not all modules need
to be ruled by the same license. While the compatibility
between license across modules is a tricky question, there
are a priori no reason to go for the lowest denominator.

In particular, within a given model, the data files are of-
ten worth to open. Also, the code that realize integration be-
tween different sub-models may be a good candidate to early

public release. This is because it needs review from other re-
searchers, it needs high reliability and scalability, it does not
involve commercially valuable algorithms and it establish a
common computing framework. The latter criteria means
that publishing the coupling code allows other researchers
to understand the interface and eventually replace, or plug-
in, a sub-model with another.

While not all integrated assessment projects would find
an interest in open source modeling, the criteria discussed in
this section may suggest situations in which the payoffs of
managing an ongoing software project as open source will
be large.

4. Concluding remarks

4.1. Summary of findings

Engineers, experts and scientists involved in integrated
assessment modeling have established a small community
with its journals and scientific society. This paper discussed
how modern software engineering practices would remove
some unnecessary barriers against transparency and control
within the community.

Transparency and control are fuzzy and ambiguous no-
tions. Reproductibility is a must for scientific experiments,
yet it is rarely done for scientific and economic models, be-
cause they are evolving and one-of-a kind software products.
This is the fundamental problem since these models do not
have the legitimacy of real-world experiments.

Reproductibility, that is the cost of reproducing results,
is an approximate measure of transparency. These four
model features help reproducibility: (1) Using version con-
trol tools1 allow to archive the source code and data files.
(2) Automation of all computations, tables and plots, which
practically requires the use of para-modeling tools such as
script languages: Bash, Perl or the MS-DOS batch files.
(3) Literate programming, as the key to facilitate up to date
documentation. (4) Portability, using only high-level, plat-
form and operating system-independent languages, such as
standard Fortran, Perl or GAMS.

This paper highlighted the difference of status between
the model name and the model code. The name is a trade-
mark that can be protected without decreasing transparency,
even when the code is published. Moreover, letting someone
have a thorough look at a model does not necessarily imply
that this person is allowed to use it, modify it or redistribute
it.

A case study explored the license of four climate policy
integrated assessment models. It found that presently, the
peer-reviewing system achieves less transparency and con-
trol than the free software/open source development model
in which programs are reproduced before final release by a
large number of anonymous external peers.

1 See, for example, the Concurrent Version System at <http://cvshome.
org>.
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In the study, the smaller model had an academic open
license, while the larger model had a more competitive-
oriented business, restricted license. Potential transparency
remains, since anybody can get the model simply by asking.
However, I find no reason to be satisfied with potential trans-
parency when models source code can be published at low
cost with today’s information technology.

The second part of the paper discussed publishing the
source code and data. The GNU GPL was presented as a
convenient way to enable the source code to be freely used,
modified and redistributed. The most straightforward way to
achieve transparency is to place all files under the GPL and
archive them to a public, anonymously accessible repository.

In practice, it may not be possible or judicious to place
all files under the same license. Files re-used from other
projects may be copyrighted by their respective owner. Dif-
fusion of preliminary results may be restricted so that they
don’t leak outside the peer-reviewing system before publi-
cation. Finally, as discussed in this paper, the payoffs of
opening the source may not be the same for different parts
of a model.

4.2. Practical implications and future directions

Many journals such as Science or Nature now offer elec-
tronic online supplements to their paper edition. There is
clearly an opportunity here to improve transparency and con-
trol of integrated assessment models. Scientific journals re-
view, disseminate and archive the text of articles. How to
extend these functions to the model code and data files? The
social and technical infrastructure of a specific publication
structure can be outlined. Researchers’ networks such as the
EFIEA2, EMF3 or the CISHDGC4 will have the leading role,
in collaboration with commercial scientific publishers such
as Baltzer and its ESIAM5 series.

Accepting manuscripts submitted along with an archive
of the code and data is a simple first step. The archive does
not need to be online. But an online archive has the advan-
tage that it enables authors to upload directly their files with-
out the need for editor’s attention. Many automated systems
for sharing files online already exist.

Dissemination is more delicate than archival. For conve-
nience, it could be the authors’ own responsibility to upload
the archived files into the journal’s repository and to define to
whom they allow access rights. Clearly, it needs to be pos-
sible to set different access rights for Author, Co-Authors,
Editor, Referees, Members of the journal’s Scientific Asso-
ciation, and the rest of the world. And some differentiation
between data, code and output files may be important.

2 The European Forum on Integrated Environmental Assessment is at
<http://www.efiea.org.>.

3 The Energy Modeling Forum is at <http://www.stanford.edu/group/
EMF>.

4 The Center for Integrated Study of the Human Dimensions of Global
Change URL is at <http://hdgc.epp.cmu.edu/>.

5 The Electronic Series on Integrated Assessment Modeling is at <http://
www.baltzer.nl/esiam/esiam.asp>.

Establishing trust in the dissemination system allows a
third step, that is model reviewing. This could be organized
as book reviewing. Book reviews are contributed to a dedi-
cated section of the journal, on a less formal basis than for
articles. If authors of a submitted manuscript have reached
the point where the model is portable, that is they claim that
an anonymous referee could easily reproduce their results,
then they would certainly be very happy to have this claim
tested. In this situation, it is probably better to publish the
referee’s notes on their experience with the model alongside
the paper.

The fourth step would be to establish some common in-
frastructure6 to facilitate the open-source development of
scientific models.

All of this would insure a huge improvement of trans-
parency and control in integrated assessment models.
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Annex: Articles 1–3 of GNU General Public License v2

Preamble. The licenses for most software are designed to take
away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU
General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change free software – to make sure the software is free
for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of
the Free Software Foundation’s software and to any other program
whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software
Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public
License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure
that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and
charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or
can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use
pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know
their rights.

6 See, for example, Sourceforge <http://sourceforge.net>.
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We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the soft-
ware, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permis-
sion to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make
certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this
free software. If the software is modified by someone else and
passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is
not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not
reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making
the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that
any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed
at all.

Scope (article 0). This License applies to any program or other
work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder say-
ing it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public
License. The “Program”, below, refers to any such program or
work, and a “work based on the Program” means either the Pro-
gram or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a
work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or
with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Here-
inafter, translation is included without limitation in the term “mod-
ification”.) Each licensee is addressed as “you”.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are
not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act
of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the
Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on
the Program (independent of having been made by running the Pro-
gram). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

Articles 1 to 3

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program’s
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appro-
priate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy
of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in ex-
change for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any
portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and
copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms
of section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these con-
ditions:

(a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

(b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that
in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program
or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to
all third parties under the terms of this License.

(c) If the modified program normally reads commands interac-
tively when run, you must cause it, when started running
for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print
or display an announcement including an appropriate copy-
right notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else,

saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may re-
distribute the program under these conditions, and telling
the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if
the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print
such an announcement, your work based on the Program is
not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Pro-
gram, and can be reasonably considered independent and sep-
arate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do
not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate
works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a
whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of
the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permis-
sions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to
each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is
to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the
Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Pro-
gram) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not
bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on
it, under section 2) in object code or executable form under the
terms of sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one
of the following:

(a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-
readable source code, which must be distributed under the
terms of sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily
used for software interchange; or,

(b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a com-
plete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source
code, to be distributed under the terms of sections 1 and
2 above on a medium customarily used for software inter-
change; or,

(c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the
offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alterna-
tive is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only
if you received the program in object code or executable
form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work
for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete
source code means all the source code for all modules it contains,
plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used
to control compilation and installation of the executable. How-
ever, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not
include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or
binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so
on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless
that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent ac-
cess to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribu-
tion of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled
to copy the source along with the object code.
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